Bringing your baby home is one of life’s most exciting events and you’ll want to have a special space ready to welcome them. A cozy crib, a sturdy changing table and a storage solution to keep tiny clothes neat and organized are what you need to give your baby the best possible start in their new home.
SAFETY FIRST

Children’s safety is a top priority.
Our products are designed and tested to comply with applicable safety requirements in the countries where the products are sold. We also test our children’s products at our own accredited test laboratory in Sweden, as well as at independent accredited test laboratories and institutes around the world.

How are our cribs tested?
Our cribs undergo several different tests to ensure they are safe to use. First, they are inspected for any protruding parts, loose parts or fittings, and sharp edges. Then, all gaps and openings between spindles and the slats in the crib base are measured. The crib is tested with impact and pressure tests for strength, stability and durability and to ensure that the spindles will not twist or rotate from their position and create potentially hazardous openings.

No small components that can be removed, or worked loose, to eliminate the risk of choking.

Rounded edges and corners.

Stable, durable construction.

Strong crib base.

Non-toxic materials and surface treatment.

The gap between the spindles is designed for optimum safety (children cannot get their head stuck between them).

Ventilated crib base to avoid fungal growth.

Stable, durable construction.

Non-toxic materials and surface treatment.

The gap between the spindles is designed for optimum safety (children cannot get their head stuck between them).

Well ventilated cover for better air circulation.

Ventilated crib base to avoid fungal growth.

Both sides may be slept on, which prolongs their use.

All our crib mattresses are firm, to provide a safe sleeping environment for your baby.

Well ventilated cover for better air circulation.

Both sides may be slept on, which prolongs their use.

All our crib mattresses are firm, to provide a safe sleeping environment for your baby.

Stable, durable construction.

Non-toxic materials and surface treatment.

The gap between the spindles is designed for optimum safety (children cannot get their head stuck between them).

Ventilated crib base to avoid fungal growth.

Rounded edges and corners.

Ventilated crib base to avoid fungal growth.
Creating safer homes together

We all want our homes to be a safe place.
When we work together, we can reduce the risk of accidents.

Every two weeks, a child dies in the U.S. from furniture, appliances or TVs tipping over, according to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. By working together, we can help prevent these tragedies and make the home a safer place.

- **Secure It!** Prevent tip-over injury. Furniture with included restraints must be secured to the wall according to the assembly instructions.
- Never put a TV or other heavy objects on top of a chest of drawers or any furniture not intended for use with a TV.
- Place heavy objects in the lowest drawers.
- Never let children climb or hang on drawers, doors or shelves.

Visit IKEA-USA.com/saferhomestogether for more information and to view a tip-over prevention video.

HOW TO CHOOSE A CRIB

**Identify individual needs**
Both you and your baby will sleep better if you use a crib for the baby. A crib is an enclosed, yet well-ventilated, sleeping environment that your baby cannot roll out of and will not get too warm or uncomfortable in. Most infants sleep deeply and are not easily disturbed by noise, voices or music. However, they do not sleep for long periods at a time and wake up frequently. The enclosed sleeping environment of a crib helps your baby feel sheltered and protected.

In our selection you can find cribs with a traditional touch or cribs with modern shapes. Choose according to your style so it fits with your home.

**Designed to grow with your baby**
Different living situations require different solutions – but all babies grow fast. That’s why most of our cribs are designed so that one side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib, transforming it into a bed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crib</th>
<th>Two position crib base</th>
<th>Removable side</th>
<th>With storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GULLIVER</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GONATT</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUVA</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNDVIK</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLGUL</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNIGLAR</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SNIGLAR series

The solid beech classic SNIGLAR furniture series gives you nursery basics at super affordable prices. And you don’t have to sacrifice quality – it has lots of features to make it extra safe & durable.

SNIGLAR Changing table A secure place where you and your baby can get to know one another in peace and quiet. Comfortable height and storage close at hand so you can reach what you need and always keep one hand on the baby. Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

SNIGLAR Crib The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One bed side can be removed when the child is able to safely climb into and out of the bed. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs. The crib base is well ventilated for good air circulation which gives your child a pleasant sleeping climate.

Complementary products

LEKA Baby gym $34.99 Birch/ multicolor 701.081.77
For the safety of your child, never use this product in a crib.

SKÖTSAM Babycare mat $6.99 32×21”, White 702.517.97 $6.99

SKÖTSAM Cover $4.99 21½×32¾”, White/gray 003.604.79

KLÄMMIG Blanket $14.99 32×39”. 103.730.42
SOLGUL series

When we created the traditional SOLGUL series, we focused on safety. That’s why all the surfaces of the crib, changing table and wardrobe are non-toxic – with all edges and corners softly rounded.

SOLGUL Crib The crib base can be placed at two different heights. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs. The crib base is well ventilated for good air circulation which gives your child a pleasant sleeping climate. One crib side can be removed when the child is big enough to climb into/out of the crib.

SOLGUL Changing table You easily transform the changing table into a spacious shelf when your child gets older. Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

SOLGUL Wardrobe You can keep both hanging and folded clothes in this wardrobe, since it has a clothes rail and shelves. Deep enough to hold standard-sized adult hangers.

Complementary products

KLÅMKG Towel with hood $11.99 24×24". Gray/yellow 603.731.86

LATTJO Rug low pile $24.99 47½×63". Multicolor 503.578.08

MULA 24 building blocks with wagon $14.99 13×10¾×2⅛". Recommended for children 18 months and older. 303.554.57Warning! This toy does not have a brake.

DRÖMHED Wall lamp $7.99* 8⅛×4×10¼". White 703.315.82

*In compliance with California Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and features may vary in the state of California. Please see your local IKEA store for details.
SUNDVIK series

Timeless furniture for years and years. The crib has a removable side, and the changing table converts into a chest of drawers. This way, the furniture pieces get a longer life and can stay with your baby as he or she grows.

SUNDVIK Wardrobe Deep enough to hold standard-sized adult hangers. Doors with silent soft-closing damper.

SUNDVIK Crib The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One crib side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs.

SUNDVIK Changing table/chest of drawers A secure place where you and your baby can get to know one another in peace and quiet. Comfortable height and storage close at hand so you can reach what you need and always keep one hand on the baby. The changing table has a long life, as it's easy to convert into a chest of drawers when your child is past the diaper stage. Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

Complementary products

ÖNSKLIG Storage baskets for changing table $9.99/set of 4 White 301.992.83

DRÖMSYN Wall lamp $9.99* 12½×3×8¼”. White 303.363.58

SKÖTSAM Cover $4.99 21¼×32¾”. White/gray 003.604.79

LEN Crib skirt $6.99 52×28”. White 802.959.13

*In compliance with California Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and features may vary in the state of California. Please see your local IKEA store for details.
SUNDVIK series

Timeless furniture for years and years. The crib has a removable side, and the changing table converts into a chest of drawers. This way, the furniture pieces get a longer life and can stay with your baby as he or she grows.

**SUNDVIK Wardrobe** Deep enough to hold standard-sized adult hangers. Doors with silent soft-closing damper.

**SUNDVIK Crib** The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One crib side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs.

**SUNDVIK Changing table/chest of drawers** A secure place where you and your baby can get to know one another in peace and quiet. Comfortable height and storage close at hand so you can reach what you need and always keep one hand on the baby. The changing table has a long life, as it’s easy to convert into a chest of drawers when your child is past the diaper stage. Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

**SKÖTSAM Cover** $4.99 21¼ x 32¼".
White/gray 003.604.79

**DRÖMSYN Wall lamp** $9.99*
12¼ x 3 x 8¼". White 303.303.38

**LEN Crib skirt** $6.99 52 x 28".
White 802.959.13

*In compliance with California Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and features may vary in the state of California. Please see your local IKEA store for details.
SUNDVIK series

Timeless furniture for years and years. The crib has a removable side, and the changing table converts into a chest of drawers. This way, the furniture pieces get a longer life and can stay with your baby as he or she grows.

SUNDVIK Wardrobe Deep enough to hold standard-sized adult hangers. Doors with silent soft-closing damper.

SUNDVIK Crib The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One crib side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs.

SUNDVIK Changing table/ chest of drawers A secure place where you and your baby can get to know one another in peace and quiet. Comfortable height and storage close at hand so you can reach what you need and always keep one hand on the baby. The changing table has a long life, as it’s easy to convert into a chest of drawers when your child is past the diaper stage. Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

Complementary products

SKÖTSAM Cover $4.99 21⅝×32⅞". White/gray 003.604.79

SKÖTSAM Babycare mat $6.99 32×21". White 702.517.07

DRÖMHEM Wall lamp $7.99* 8¼×4×10¾". White 703.315.82


*In compliance with California Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and features may vary in the state of California. Please see your local IKEA store for details.
STUVA is modern in its expression, with straight lines, smooth surfaces and cut-out handles. You can choose drawers and doors in different colors to make your own creative combination. This series makes the room bright and playful – and your child will continue to love it as they grow older. Just add new pieces and make different combinations.

STUVA/FRITIDS series

STUVA/FRITIDS 6-drawer chest storage combination A newborn baby involves many new things. The first pajamas, socks and onesie. This chest of drawers has space for all of those important first things that your child needs – and much more.

STUVA/FRITIDS Crib with two drawers The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One crib side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs. The crib base is well ventilated for good air circulation which gives your baby a pleasant sleeping climate. Read more about the STUVA series in the STUVA buying guide.

STUVA Changing table with three drawers A secure place where you and your baby can get to know one another in peace and quiet. Comfortable height and storage close at hand so you can reach what you need and always keep one hand on the baby. This changing table grows with your child and easily converts into a desk or a play surface. Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

Complementary products

KLÄMMIG Crib duvet cover set $12.99/2pcs Includes crib duvet cover and one pillowcase. Red 103.729.95

HIMMELSK Bed canopy $14.99 White B03.196.31 WARNING! POSSIBLE ENTANGLEMENT INJURY Hang out of baby’s reach. Do not attach to crib or playpen.

KLÄMMIG Towel with hood $7.99 32"x32". Turquoise/red 403.730.74

MULA Crane with blocks $14.99 Multicolor/beech 202.948.79 Warning! This toy does not have a brake.
STUVA/FÖLJA series

STUVA is modern in its expression, with straight lines, smooth surfaces and cut-out handles. You can choose drawers and doors in different colors to make your own creative combination. This series makes the room bright and playful – and your child will continue to love it as they grow older. Just add new pieces and make different combinations.

**STUVA Changing table**
A secure place where you and your baby can get to know one another in peace and quiet. Comfortable height and storage close at hand so you can reach what you need and always keep one hand on the baby. This changing table grows with your child and easily converts into a desk or a play surface. Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

**STUVA/FÖLJA Crib with drawers**
The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One crib side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs. The crib base is well ventilated for good air circulation which gives your baby a pleasant sleeping climate. Read more about the STUVA series in the STUVA buying guide.

**STUVA/FÖLJA 6-drawer chest storage combination**
Choose a ready-made combination or make your own solution – and add on at any time as your child’s needs change. With the included colorful stickers, you can quickly label drawers and cabinets in your own personal way.

---

**Complementary products**

- **DRÖMSYN Wall lamp** $9.99*
  12¾×3×8⅛”. White
  303.303.58

- **HIMMELSK Rug** $49.99
  44”×53”. Gray 503.567.76

- **DRÖMLAND Baby blanket** $14.99 45×33”.
  Light gray 503.418.60

- **ANGELAGEN Boxes** $7.99/3pk
  7×10¾×6¾”. Multicolor 704.179.53
GULLIVER
Crib and changing table

Classic style that’s smart, snuggly and safe. GULLIVER will stand the test of time, with its neutral, yet sturdy and functional features.

GULLIVER Changing table
A secure place where you and your baby can get to know one another in peace and quiet. Comfortable height and storage close at hand so you can reach what you need and always keep one hand on the baby. Secure It! Remember! Never leave a child unattended on a changing table.

GULLIVER Crib
The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One crib side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs. The crib base is well ventilated for good air circulation which gives your baby a pleasant sleeping climate.

BUSUNGE 2-drawer chest
Comes with two drawers for a roomy storage space. The cutout handles have a transparent plastic base, so they keep out dust and dirt but still give a glimpse of what’s inside.

Complementary products

FLISAT Toy storage with casters $29.99 17¾x15¾x12¼". 102.984.20 Warning! This toy does not have a brake.

LEKA Baby gym $34.99 Birch/multicolor 701.081.77 For the safety of your child, never use this product in a crib.

HIMMELSK Bed canopy $14.99 White 803.196.31 WARNING! POSSIBLE ENTANGLEMENT INJURY -- Hang out of baby’s reach. Do not attach to crib or playpen.

FLISAT Wall storage $12.99 27¾x3¼x6¾". 002.907.78
GONATT Crib

With details in bright colors and with rounded details, the GONATT crib is inspired by Swedish traditional furniture. GONATT is a sturdy crib with storage options, an adjustable bed base and a removable side.

Light gray 902.579.58 $199
L53½ x W29½ x H43¾"

GONATT Crib
The crib base can be placed at two different heights. One crib side can be removed when the baby is big enough to climb into/out of the crib. Your baby will sleep both safely and comfortably as the durable materials in the crib base have been tested to ensure they give their body the support it needs. The crib base is well ventilated for good air circulation which gives your baby a pleasant sleeping climate. Drawers at the bottom of the crib provide extra storage.

Complementary products

VANDRING HARE Soft toy $7.99 L15¾". Green 902.160.86
LEN Crib skirt $6.99 58 x 28" White 202.959.11
DRÖMSYN Wall lamp $9.99* 12¼ x 3½ x 8¼". White 303.303.38
RÖMSKOG Underbed storage box $50 25½ x 27½ x 7½". Rattan 403.298.92

*In compliance with California Title 20 regulations, lighting prices and features may vary in the state of California. Please see your local IKEA store for details.
HOW TO CHOOSE A CRIB MATTRESS

1. Choose your materials
Choose between spring or foam. All materials are safe and hygienic. If you are unsure ask yourself: what type of mattress do you prefer to sleep on?

Spring mattresses: The spring mattresses are made with a pocket spring construction. The construction of spring crib mattresses allows air to flow freely, promoting good air circulation and a favorable sleeping climate. A protective foam box adds comfort and durability.

Foam mattresses: The foam mattresses use quality polyurethane or high-resilience foam, which are well cut, durable and intended for sleeping therefore making both a safe choice for crib mattresses. High-resilience foam is durable, relieves pressure points, and provides comfort and support for your growing baby.

2. Identify individual needs
How many years do you think you will use your crib mattress? The longer you plan on keeping the same mattress will affect which mattress you should choose. If you want to use the same mattress into the toddler years a thicker and more durable mattress will provide better support for older babies and toddlers, who like to stand and bounce in their cribs.

3. Choose your mattress
On the following pages you will find all of our baby mattresses, along with detailed facts for each.

GOOD TO KNOW

1. All our crib mattresses are firm, to provide a safe sleeping environment for your baby.
2. All mattresses provide some pressure relief, because they are made with materials like pocket springs or high-resilience foam.
3. Well ventilated cover for better air circulation.
4. All children’s mattresses promote good air flow, thanks to carefully considered choices in materials and construction.
5. Removable and machine washable covers to create a hygienic sleeping environment for your baby.

CARE AND CLEANING

Cover:

- Machine wash
- Do not bleach
- Do not tumble dry
- Iron, medium temperature
- Do not dry clean

Mattress:
Air the mattress regularly to keep it fresh.
CRIB MATTRESSES

All our crib mattresses are made of safe, durable materials. Free from harmful chemicals and well-ventilated, they all provide a safe and comfortable sleeping environment for your baby. Some have handles that simplify making the bed. The materials have various properties. Foam is elastic and distributes your baby’s body weight evenly. So does high-resilience foam, but it also regains its shape faster and lasts longer. Spring mattresses have wrapped pocket springs that follow the baby’s movements exactly. For your baby’s safety, always use the same size on crib and mattress to avoid gaps that the baby’s head could become trapped in.

FOAM

**Care instructions**
Cover:

- ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

**KRUMMELUR Crib mattress** This 3⅛” thick mattress has two different surfaces – one wavy side with medium-firm comfort and one smooth side which is firmer. The structure of the foam makes the mattress comfortable and well-ventilated, which provides good support and a pleasant sleeping environment for your baby. The outer cover is also easy to remove and can be machine washed. Imported.

27½×52”  803.485.20  $60

**SKÖNAST Crib mattress** An 3⅛” thick mattress with pressure relieving, elastic, high resilience foam that regains its shape quicker and lasts longer than ordinary foam. The material follows your baby’s body and provides comfortable and firm support. The outer cover is easy to remove and can be machine washed. Imported.

27½×52”  303.485.32  $80

**PELLEPLUTT Crib mattress** This 2¾” thick mattress is made of foam and has the same comfortable, smooth surface on both sides. You can easily turn it over if you like. The cover can also be removed and machine washed. Imported.

27½×52”  003.480.29  $40

HIGH-RESILIENCE FOAM

**Care instructions**
Cover:

- ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

**SKÖNAST Crib mattress** An 3⅛” thick mattress with pressure relieving, elastic, high resilience foam that regains its shape quicker and lasts longer than ordinary foam. The material follows your baby’s body and provides comfortable and firm support. The outer cover is easy to remove and can be machine washed. Imported.

27½×52”  303.485.32  $80

**JÄTTETRÖTT Crib mattress** This 4¾” thick mattress has individually wrapped pocket springs enclosed in a generous layer of pressure-relieving foam. Since the springs work independently, they closely follow your baby’s body and provide support in the right places. The well-ventilated construction provides your baby with a pleasant sleeping environment. A practical handle makes the mattress easy to carry – and to turn over when making the bed. You can remove the outer cover and machine wash it. Imported.

27½×52”  403.481.07  $100

SPRING MATTRESS

**Care instructions**
Cover:

- ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.

**JÄTTETRÖTT Crib mattress** This 4¾” thick mattress has individually wrapped pocket springs enclosed in a generous layer of pressure-relieving foam. Since the springs work independently, they closely follow your baby’s body and provide support in the right places. The well-ventilated construction provides your baby with a pleasant sleeping environment. A practical handle makes the mattress easy to carry – and to turn over when making the bed. You can remove the outer cover and machine wash it. Imported.

27½×52”  403.481.07  $100
MATTRESS PROTECTORS

LEN Mattress protector A real hero when disaster strikes. Simply throw the soiled protector in the wash and replace it with a clean one. The mattress stays fresh. Made from sustainably grown cotton and harmless plastic. Imported.
White 401.433.04 $5.99

LENAST Mattress protector LENAST protects the mattress and absorbs moisture. The mesh fabric allows your baby to breathe, even if their face is against the protector. A good start to a safe and hygienic sleeping climate. Imported.
White 304.278.26 $9.99

NATTLIG Waterproof mattress protector White
The waterproof inner layer protects the mattress. Elastic ribbon in each corner to keep the mattress protector in place. Imported.
27½"x52" 002.531.39 $14.99
38¼"x74¾" 902.531.30 $17.99

DRÖMMANDE Crib mattress This 4¼" thick mattress has a pocket spring core lined with a combination of coconut fiber and natural latex. It results in a resilient mattress with good ventilation – as well as safe, gentle comfort for your baby. Imported
27½"x52" 903.485.48 $150

Care instructions
Cover:

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth

Care instructions
Cover:

Inner cover:
Wipe clean with a damp cloth
Introducing the KLÄMMIG Collection

Smooth and safe for the littlest ones

New parents throughout the world share the same focus: the desire to give their child a really good and safe start in life. This was the starting point when we developed KLÄMMIG, a collection with the most important fabrics for those first months. Fabrics which are not only functional, but also safe for your baby and sustainable in the long term for the environment.

Smooth velvet, smart jersey and soft terry. The KLÄMMIG collection includes bath towels, linens, sleeping bags and other products for the littlest ones. Everything in the material feels warm and comfortable against a baby’s skin. Irene Odd has been involved in developing KLÄMMIG based on the needs that she and her colleagues have seen by visiting families with children throughout the world. “As a product developer, I’ve made many home visits, and even if traditions and surroundings seem different, new parents themselves are quite similar throughout the world. They all want to give their child the very best that the family can offer,” says Irene.

Materials from more sustainable sources

For those of us who work at Children’s IKEA, with many of us being parents ourselves, it’s obvious that the fabrics in our products should have good quality and be safe for both the child and the environment. Since 2016, all cotton in our range comes from more sustainable sources. This means that the cotton is either recycled or has been grown with less water consumption, chemical fertilizers and pesticides than conventional cotton, while farmers receive higher profit margins. For LENAST, the collection’s comforter, we’ve chosen to use a large amount of lyocell, an environmentally friendly material made of natural fiber. “Lyocell has good absorbency and feels comfortable since it breathes,” says Irene. It’s made of fibers from the eucalyptus tree, which requires less water than conventional cotton for both its cultivation and production processes.

Reliability and functionality

Just like the rest of the range at Children’s IKEA, all items in the collection have undergone rigorous safety tests all the way through the development process. “We have far more stringent requirements than the authorities in many of the countries where we sell our products,” says Irene. KLÄMMIG includes a dozen or so products to choose from so that you can find what suits you and your baby best. Maybe you prefer the wearable blanket, which is practical when traveling since it creates a familiar environment for the baby, or the soft blanket is also a great choice to have at home or when traveling. “At Children’s IKEA we actually have a fairly small range compared to other departments, but we strive to ensure that everything we develop serves a special purpose - special just for children,” says Irene. It’s not just about having something that looks good, it should be reliable, playful and functional.”

Check out this new family in your nearest store or at IKEA-USA.com/children
SERVICES

IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some help, we can offer a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider. Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and packaged so that you can take them home yourself. If you prefer, we can arrange for delivery of your purchases directly to your home or business. Same day, next day or same week deliveries are available. We can also arrange for delivery at a later date if you would like.

PICKING WITH DELIVERY SERVICE

We’ll collect the products on your shopping list from throughout the store and arrange to have everything delivered to your home or office. See an IKEA co-worker and tell them what you’re looking for and they will book and print your items on a customer order. Take this order to the check-outs and pay for your purchases both goods and services. And you’re on your way!

ASSEMBLY SERVICE

For online and in-store purchases, TaskRabbit offers quick and convenient assembly and mounting for your IKEA purchases made online and in select stores. Plus, enjoy flat rate pricing created just for IKEA products.

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services or talk to us in your local IKEA store.